Computing connected components of a graph lies at the core of many data mining algorithms, and is a fundamental subroutine in graph clustering. This problem is well studied, yet many of the algorithms with good theoretical guarantees perform poorly in practice, especially when faced with graphs with hundreds of billions of edges. In this paper, we design improved algorithms based on traditional MapReduce architecture for large scale data analysis. We also explore the effect of augmenting MapReduce with a distributed hash table (DHT) service. We show that these algorithms have provable theoretical guarantees, and easily outperform previously studied algorithms, sometimes by more than an order of magnitude. In particular, our iterative MapReduce algorithms run 3 to 15 times faster than the best previously studied algorithms, and the MapReduce implementation using a DHT is 10 to 30 times faster than the best previously studied algorithms. These are the fastest algorithms that easily scale to graphs with hundreds of billions of edges.
Introduction
Large-scale graph mining is a basic tool for modeling social, communication, and information networks, and is an increasingly important problem in big data analysis. Performing this computation in a fault-tolerant and commonly-used distributed programming framework such as MapReduce or Hadoop is a necessary step toward developing a generalpurpose easy-to-use graph mining framework. Computing connected components is the fundamental first step which Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SoCC '14, 3-5 Nov. 2014, Seattle, Washington, USA. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). ACM 978-1-4503-3252-1. http://dx.doi.org /10.1145/2670979.2670997 lies at the core of many more sophisticated graph analysis techniques.
Most of previously studied algorithms with good theoretical guarantees may perform poorly in practice, because they either (i) require too many rounds of computation (for example, scaling with the diameter of the graph) [7, 15] , (ii) increase the size of the graph during the computation [26] , resulting in high communication costs, or (iii) yield unbalanced workloads with a handful of machines slowing down the rest of the computation.
In this work, we study this problem in depth, and provide algorithms which have strong theoretical guarantees, bounded communication cost, and load balanced computation. In addition, we augment the traditional MapReduce architecture with a distributed hash table (DHT) service and show how to replace some of the MapReduce rounds by simple lookups in a DHT, thereby further reducing the computation time.
Our algorithms easily scale to graphs with billions of nodes and hundreds of billions of edges on a shared cluster with commodity hardware. We perform extensive empirical evaluation of our algorithms, and compare them to the best known state of the art approaches. With all algorithms implemented on the same hardware, our algorithms outperform the fastest time algorithm reported in previous work [26] by an order of magnitude. Specifically, our iterative MapReduce algorithms run 3 to 15 times faster than the previously studied algorithms, and the DHT-augmented implementations lead to an additional factor two speedup. Finally, we compare our approach with algorithms on other models of distributed computation, and show that on large graphs our algorithms outperform Pregel based connected components algorithms as well.
Algorithmic implications Connected components is a fundamental tool for hierarchical clustering, in particular several parallel hierarchical clustering algorithms use it as a subroutine [8, 9, 12, 22, 24, 25] . The core idea behind these algorithms is to first compute similarity scores between nodes and then compute connected components subject to different similarity thresholds. Therefore, the running time of all those approaches strictly depends on the scalability of the underlying parallel connected components algorithm.
Recent data mining work [13, 14] has focused on the study of the distribution of connected components in real world graphs. Our algorithms would let such analysis be performed on ever larger graphs that could not be analyzed before.
Related Work
The problem of finding the connected components of an undirected graph has been studied in many distributed settings, both theoretical and practical. At a high level, there are three models under which this problem has been studied: the classical PRAM model, the Block Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model introduced by Valiant [31] and the MapReduce paradigm.
PRAM . The Parallel RAM (PRAM) model of computation is the most popular model for analyzing the performance of distributed algorithms. The state of the art is the PRAM algorithm of Shiloach and Vishkin [29] which requires the PRAM to handle concurrent reads and writes (CRCW PRAM). The algorithm maintains a forest of directed trees and repeatedly applies pointer chasing operations (pointing to your parent's parent), or hooking (merging two trees). The algorithms we propose are conceptually similar, but do not require the shared memory that is integral to PRAM approaches and is hard to realize in practice. There are theoretical simulation results known [11, 17] that overcome the shared memory but at the cost of extra complexity, and an additional O(log n) rounds in case of CRCW PRAMs.
BSP:
The BSP paradigm [31] is used by recent distributed graph processing systems like Pregel [21] and Giraph [6] . While, BSP is generally considered more efficient for graph processing, MapReduce has certain advantages owing to its fault tolerance. Previous work [26] showed that in congested clusters, MapReduce can have a better latency than BSP. Recent work [20] has proposed using asynchronous versions of BSP to further improve algorithm running times, however there is not yet a formal model of computation for this setting.
MapReduce: A simple way to find the number of connected components in parallel is to start growing a Breadth First Search (BFS) tree from each node in parallel. The number of iterations required for such an approach [7, 15, 23] , is O(d) where d is the diameter of the largest connected component. These techniques do not scale well to medium and large diameter graphs, where each iteration requires nontrivial time to perform.
Afrati et al [3] propose MapReduce algorithms for computing transitive closure of a graph-a relation containing tuples of pairs of nodes that are in the same connected component. These techniques have a prohibitive communication per iteration as the transitive closure relation itself is quadratic in the size of largest component.
The work most related to ours is that of [26] , which presents an O(log n) rounds MapReduce algorithm, where n is the number of nodes. The paper also proposes a simpler algorithm, called Hash-to-Min which is even faster in practice. (A similar approach was introduced by [28] , but that work lacks any analytical guarantees, and is outperformed by the Hash-to-Min algorithm.) A major downside of Hashto-Min is that it increases the intermediate data size in each mapreduce round (as much as doubling the graph size in the worst-case), and does not have good load balancing properties. Our algorithms address both these issues and outperform the Hash-to-Min approach.
Single Machine In addition to the parallel methods, recent work has explored efficient graph algorithms on a single machine [19] . Through careful scheduling and indexing the authors show impressive performance gains on multi billion edge graphs, however their approaches do not scale to graphs with hundreds of billions of edges. Even efficiently storing such graphs on a single machine is infeasible.
Our Contributions
We present a new algorithm, Two-Phase, which computes connected components by iteratively transforming the input graph over multiple mapreduce rounds. We prove that it converges in Θ(log 2 n) rounds of MapReduce, where n is the number of nodes in the graph and show that our analysis is tight. We prove that unlike past approaches, this algorithm transforms the graph in a way that the number of edges never increases. Moreover, we can formally prove that the number of edges quickly decreases for certain families of random graphs.
The Two-Phase algorithm is local, with every node in the graph performing some rewiring decisions based solely on the structure of its neighborhood. This locality makes for an easy implementation in a distributed setting, but makes the running time dependent on the degree of each node. Furthermore, as the iterations proceed the degrees of some nodes become higher, until at convergence when they are connected to all nodes in their respective connected components. The load balancing step automatically breaks up high degree nodes into several nodes of lower degree while preserving the connectivity. As we will show this leads to a slight increase in the overall number of rounds, but makes each round of MapReduce much faster, resulting in an overall speedup.
We then show how the Two-Phase algorithm can take advantage of a distributed hash table of size O(n/ log n) to further reduce its running time to O(log n log log n) rounds. This reduction in the number of rounds has a significant impact in practice, reducing the overall running time. We compare the theoretical guarantees of our algorithms to previous work in Table 1 . The table shows that our Two-Phase algorithm takes O(log 2 n) number of MapReduce rounds without DHT, and O(log n log log n) with DHT. This is slightly worse than the previous best of O(log n) in [26] . However, the overall runName # of steps Communication Pegasus [15] O [10, 16, 17, 27, 29] O(log n) shared memory 1 Hash-To-Min [26] Unknown 2(n + m) Hash-Greater-To-Min [26] O(log(n)) 2(n + m) Two-Phase O(log 2 n) 2m Two-Phase + DHT O(log n log log n) 2m We demonstrate this by evaluating the performance of our algorithms on ten real world networks and a series of synthetically generated RMAT graphs. On larger real world networks the running time goes down from more than a day to a few hours, on smaller networks, running time decreases from several hours to tens of minutes. We also compare our algorithms against those on other distributed computing platforms, such as Pregel, and show that our approaches are faster when faced with very large graphs. Finally, we use the synthetically generated RMAT graphs to demonstrate the scalability of our algorithms and the utilization of the available resources as a function of input size.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, on n = |V | nodes, and m = |E| edges. For a node v, we denote by Γ(v) = {w|(v, w) ∈ E} the neighbors of v. We will use Γ + (v) = Γ(v) ∪ {v} to denote the neighborhood of v and itself. Furthermore, with every node v, we associate a real number label v .
The algorithms in this paper make use of the small-star and large-star operations. Both operations are given a node u and a subset of its neighborhood, N ⊆ Γ(u). Let m(u) = arg min v∈Γ + (u) u be the neighbor node with the minimum label. The operations replace for every v ∈ N the edge (v, u) with an edge (v, m(u)). Specifically, for small-star N = {v ∈ Γ(u) : v ≤ u }, and for large-star N = {v ∈ Γ(u) : v > u }. We illustrate the small-star and large-star operations pictorially in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) .
Note that both the small-star and large-star operations can easily be implemented in a distributed manner. We give the MapReduce version of the two operations in Algorithms 1 and 2.
Even though it seems from Figure 1 (a) and Figure 1(b) , that the two operations can disconnect the graph, we show below that performing the operations at all nodes in parallel preserves the connectivity of the graph. Lemma 1. Performing the large-star operation on all nodes in parallel preserves the connectivity of the graph. Algorithm 2: The large-star operation Proof. Given a graph G = (V,U), let C ⊆ V be an arbitrary connected component in G. Without loss of generality assume every label v is unique, and orient every edge from the node of larger label to that of a smaller label, and let H be the resulting Directed Acyclic Graph.
To show the first part of the Lemma, consider any path (u, v, w) of length two. If the middle node has the smallest label, that is: u → v ← w, then large-star on v results in all three nodes being connected to the same node. If the middle node has the largest label, that is: u ← v → w, then largestar on u will connect both u and v to the same minimum node, and large-star on w will connect both v and w to the same node, preserving connectivity. Finally, if the nodes are in increasing order u → v → w, then large-star on v will preserve connectivity between u and v by connecting them to the same node, and large-star on w will preserve connectivity between v and w.
Lemma 2. After one round of large-star the number of edges in the resulting graph is no larger than in the original graph.
Proof. We show this property by giving a surjective function mapping directed edges (m, v) such that m < v in the new graph to directed edges (u, v) such that u < v in the original graph.
To define the mapping, note that an edge (m, v) was either already present in the previous step or must have resulted from at least some large-star operation. Let u be the node at which the operation happens. So we have that u < v and m = min(u). In this case we map (u, v) to (m, v). Now suppose (m, v) and (m , v) are two edges such that m < An illustration of small-star and large-star operations at node v = 8. In both cases, the minimum neighbor of 8 is 1. In Figure 1 (a), small-star connects 1 to all nodes labels no larger than 8. In particular, 1 is connected to 8. In Figure 1(b) , large-star connects 1 to all nodes with label strictly larger than 8. In particular, 1 is not connected to 8. 
large-star 6: until Convergence 7:
small-star 8: until Convergence Algorithm 3: The Two-Phase Algorithm Lemma 3. The small-star operation preserves connectivity and does not increase the number of edges.
Proof. Consider any edge (u, v) and suppose without loss of generality that u < v . Then, after executing small-star on v, both u and v will be connected to the same node. In this case every new edge can also be mapped to an existing edge as in Lemma 2, and the claim about the number of edges follows.
We note that both the small-star and large-star operations are similar in nature to the Hash-to-Min operation of [26] . However, unlike small-star and large-star, Hash-to-Min can introduce extra edges, doubling the total number of edges in the worst-case In practice, the smaller number of edges output by our algorithms results in a significant improvement in running times as shown by our experimental evaluation.
Algorithms
We propose two algorithms for connected components, namely Two-Phase and Alternating. Both algorithms combine invocations of large-star and small-star until a fixed point is reached at which point the overall graph is reduced to a union of disconnected stars, one for each connected component.
We present the Two-Phase and Alternating algorithms in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, respectively. The only difference between the two algorithms is the ordering of the invocations of large-star and small-star. In Alternating, the large-star and small-star operations are repeated one after the other until convergence, while the Two-Phase algorithms large-star 5: small-star 6: until Convergence Algorithm 4: The Alternating Algorithm proceeds in phases. In each phase, large-star is repeated until convergence followed by one small-star operation. In the next two sections, we analyze the running time and communication complexity of the algorithms, and present some further optimizations.
The Two-Phase algorithm

Number of Rounds
Intuitively this algorithm efficiently simulates the classical Union-Find algorithm in parallel. In the inner-loop each node, finds its local-minimum and adds an edge to it (this is equivalent to path compression). In the outer loop, distinct local minimums are connected and then joined in a union step.
Theorem 1. The Two-Phase Algorithm converges after O(log 2 n) MapReduce rounds.
To prove the theorem we will show that the inner loop is executed at most O(log n) times per iteration of the outer loop (Lemma 4), and the outer loop is executed at most O(log n) times (Lemma 5).
Lemma 4. Starting with any graph G = (V, E), O(log n) invocations of large-star leads to a fixed point.
Proof. Starting with the graph G, direct all of the edges to go from a node with a lower label to that with a higher label, and let H be the resulting Directed Acyclic Graph. We will show that in every iteration of large-star the depth of the graph is reduced by a factor of 3 /2 (until the depth is 2). Let Note that after every iteration of large-star each node in L i (for i ≥ 2) is connected to a node in L i−2 . Thus there is a direct path on the newly added edges of length L i/2 between a node in L 0 and a node in L i . Here the level of each node is reduced at least by a factor 3 /2. Since the initial graph has depth at most n, the Lemma follows.
Lemma 5. The outer loop of the Two-Phase algorithm is executed at most O(log n) times.
Proof. Starting with the graph G, direct all of the edges to go from a node with a lower label to that with a higher label, and let H be the resulting Directed Acyclic Graph. We prove the Lemma by induction on the size of L 0 (defined as in the previous lemma) in the graph present after large-star is run to convergence. Note that initially the size of L 0 is bounded by n. Furthermore, iterations of large-star leave the size of L 0 unchanged. Now consider an iteration of small-star, we will show that the size of L 0 in each connected component is reduced by a constant factor every two rounds and the Lemma follows.
For each connected component, we consider the graph R = (L, A) where L ⊆ L 0 is the set of level 0 nodes corresponding to this component, and there is an edge (u, v) ∈ A if there is a directed path v → w ← u in H. Observe that after a single iteration of small-star two nodes can remain in L only if they were not connected in R. Therefore after two iterations two nodes can remain in L only if they are connected by a path of length at least 3 in R. Let L be the set of nodes remaining after two iterations. Then for any two nodes u, v ∈ L we know that their neighborhoods in R do not overlap. Therefore, there is a surjective map from nodes in L to nodes in L \ L , which further implies that |L | ≤ |L|/2.
Lower Bounds
In this section we show that the analysis presented above is tight. We will present a graph G such that the Two-Phase algorithm on G takes Ω(log 2 n) rounds. A building block of our construction is a path graph, P i on 4 i nodes (and hence with 4 i − 1 edges) such that for the first i−1 iterations of the outer loop both small-star and large-star take a single round to converge. However, the i-th iteration requires Ω(i) rounds to converge.
We define G as the union of log(n/4) graphs, P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P log(n/4) . Then, for each step i we have to wait i steps for the inner loop to converge. For a moment we assume to have a way of constructing the path P i and we show the main results of this subsection: Lemma 6. Let G = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ ... ∪ P k be a union of k = log(n/4) path graphs as described above. Then running the Two-Phase Algorithm on G requires Ω(log 2 n) steps to convergence.
Proof. The total number of nodes in G is ∑ log(n/4) i=1
2 2i ≤ 2 log n = n. In the i-th phase of the algorithm the graph P i will take Ω(i) rounds to converge, while the other path graphs will have converged in at most a single round. Therefore, the total number of iterations of the inner loop will be ∑
To create the i-th graph, P i , start with a line graph L i on 2 i nodes with labels arranged in increasing order. For example, L 2 is a graph on 4 nodes, u 1 → u 2 → u 3 → u 4 with each u j having a label j. Note that large-star takes Ω( j) rounds to converge on a graph L j since the DAG corresponding to L j has 2 j levels and large-star decreases the number of levels by a constant factor at every iteration.
To create P i we start with the graph L i and then will iteratively transform it so that it is the result of running i − 1 phases of the Two-Phase algorithm.
Lemma 7. Given a path graph P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) on n nodes, we can create a path graph P on 4n − 1 nodes so that running large-star until convergence on P followed by one iteration of small-star results in P.
Proof. Starting with a graph P, let m be the maximum label in P. Let I x be the interval (m, m + 1] and I y be the interval (m + 1, m + 2). Then let P be the graph obtained from P by replacing each edge (p i , p i+1 ) by a length four path p i , x 2i−1 , y i , x 2i , p i+1 , where the nodes in x j are assigned arbitrary labels from I x and nodes y j are assigned arbitrary labels from I y .
Consider executing large-star on the resulting graph P . For any three nodes p i , x j , y k we have y i > x k > p j . Therefore, running large-star on a node p i or y k produces no new edges since p i is a local minimum, and y k is a local maximum. Running large-star on a node x j results in an edge between its neighbors, p ( j+2)/2 and y ( j+1)/2 , as well as an edge from x j to its p-neighbor, p ( j+2)/2 . Call this graph P . At this point, large-star has converged. Indeed, running large-star on a node p i results in it retaining its neighboring edges, since it's a local minimum, and running it on y k does not produce any change since it is a local maximum.
Consider what happens when we run small-star on P . Since any node p i is a local minimum, small-star on p i has no effect. On the other hand running small-star on a node y i leads to an edge between p i and p i+1 since both are connected to y i and both are smaller than y i .
The Alternating Algorithm
Motivated by the Two-Phase algorithm and the lower bound example, we introduce the Alternating algorithm. The algorithm is designed to circumvent the lower bound, and indeed it is easy to see that the alternating algorithm takes O(log n) rounds on the bad example. Unfortunately, we cannot prove that this is always the case. We show below that the algorithm always converges, but leave the analysis of the number of rounds as a challenging open question. Proof. Consider a potential function which assigns to every node the smallest label of its neighbors,
Every iteration of small-star and large-star can only decrease the potential function. Furthermore, the only time neither small-star nor large-star change the topology of the graph is when the overall graph is a union of disjoint stars, one for each connected component.
To prove the bound on the number of rounds, fix a connected component, and observe that after execution of both small-star and large-star, the node with the minimum label gains at least one additional neighbor. Therefore, after 2(n − 1) rounds, the algorithm must converge.
Connected components with a DHT
We discuss how to improve the running time of our TwoPhase algorithm using a distributed hashtable (DHT). This reduces the total number of rounds of MapReduce, and as a result significantly improves the running time of our implementation. Roughly speaking, the idea is to use a readonly DHT (e.g. see [5] ) to reduce the inner loop to one round of large-star. The DHT represents the graph at the end of the small-star operation, with every node pointing to its smallest neighbor. We call the resulting algorithm TwoPhase DHT and show that it can compute connected components in O(log n log log n) rounds of MapReduce by using a DHT of size O n log n . We will use the DHT to replace the inner loop of the Two-Phase algorithm. The DHT stores a mapping from a node to its smallest neighbor, with local minima pointing to themselves. Then, every node repeatedly looks up its smallest neighbor in the DHT, until it reaches convergence. At this point it emits a key value pair, representing an edge directly from itself to the minimum neighbor.
To understand the memory requirements for the DHT, note that we do not need to store the labels of the local maxima, i.e. nodes all of whose neighbors have smaller labels. Once a node is a local maximum, it remains a local maximum since any additional edges will be created to nodes with smaller labels. After the inner loop is run to completion every node is either a local maximum or a local minimum. Furthermore, from Lemma 5 we know that the number of local minimum nodes is reduced by a constant factor every two phases.
As a result, after 2C phases the number of non local maxima nodes is at most n 2 C , therefore by using a DHT of size n 2 C , we can implement the algorithm in log n 2 C rounds of MapReduce (one round for each phase). Before getting to this phase, each inner loop costs at most log n rounds of MapReduce, and therefore the number of MapReduce rounds before this phase is at most O(2C log n). Therefore, using a DHT of size n 2 C , we can compute connected components in O(C log n) + O log n 2 C rounds of MapReduce. So, for example, by setting C = log log n we get that our algorithms computes connected components in O(log n log log n) rounds of MapReduce using a DHT of size O n log n .
Communication cost
MapReduce algorithms are often compared by only looking at their number of rounds. However, an important component of the running time is the total communication between rounds, and having smaller communication leads to noticeable improvements in the running time.
First, note that the communication complexity of each round of large-star or small-star is proportional to the number of edges in the graph, in particular we have that at most 2m messages are exchanged between machines when we execute one of the two operations. Furthermore by Lemma 2 and 3 we know that during the algorithm the number of edges in the graph does not increase so we get that the total communication cost is O(m log 2 n). Experimentally, however, we found the cost to be much smaller, since the number of edges steadily decreases, and in the end all of the algorithms end up with graphs on no more than n − 1 edges. We explore this empirically in Section 5.7, but here show the same result analytically. We restrict our attention to G(n, p) random graphs, i.e. those where each of the possible n 2 edges is present independently with probability p.
Lemma 9. Let G = (V, E) be a randomly generated G(n, p) graph. Then after one round of large-star the resulting graph G = (V, E ) is such that |E | ∈ O(min(n 2 p, n 3/2 log n)) with high probability.
Proof. By Lemma 2 we already know that |E | ≤ |E|, and well known concentration results show that |E| ∈ O(n 2 p) with high probability for G(n, p). Hence |E | ∈ O(n 2 p). Note that if p < 1/ √ n then O(min(n 2 p, n 3/2 log n)) = O(n 2 p), and we are done. Hence we only need to consider p ≥ 1/ √ n. Consider any pair of nodes m, v with m < v . If (m, v) ∈ E then there exists a node u with m < u < v , such that both:
• (u, v) ∈ E and (m, u) ∈ E, and • m = min(u), i.e. u is not connected to any node m such that m < m .
Consider the number of nodes that are local minima in G. Note that the probability that the node with label i is a local minimum is (1 − p) i−1 . Hence, the expected number of local minima is ∑ n i=1 (1 − p) i−1 ∈ O(p −1 ), and an application of Chernoff bounds shows this quantity is sharply concentrated around the mean. Moreover, each node has degree at most O(np), therefore the number of minima adjacent to any node is at most O(n) with high probability. Hash v to i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ}.
6:
Make a copy u i of u having label u i = u + iε where ε > 0 is infinitesimally small 7: Emit u; u i and u i ; v . 8 Let m = arg min v∈Γ(u) v .
13:
If m = u, mark u as a root node. √ n log n) nodes m that serve as minima for all of the nodes in the graph. In other words, there is a set of nodes M ⊆ V with |M| ∈ O( √ n log n) such that for any node u, arg min v∈Γ + (u) v ∈ M. Note that this implies the Lemma because each such node can have degree at most n. To prove the claim, observe that with high probability the label of any node acting as a minimum is at most 3 √ n log n. Since the edges are chosen uniformly, the probability that any node is only connected to nodes with a higher label is:
A union bound over all n nodes, implies that this holds for the full graph with high probability. Therefore every node can only be connected to a node of id at most O( √ nlog n) and the result follows.
Load balancing
It is well known that a lot of real world large datasets exhibit skewed non-uniform distributions. Any practical algorithm must take the degree skew into consideration, since a naive parallelization scheme will suffer from "the curse of the last reducer," where a single machine becomes a bottleneck for the whole computation [30] .
In our case, the culprit is the large-star operation. Since repeated invocations of large-star result in star graphs, the root nodes of these stars have increasingly high degree. Indeed, the final output of both the Two-Phase and Alternating algorithms is a star for each connected component. Recall from Algorithm 2, that in the mapreduce implementation, the reducer with key v receives the entire neighborhood Γ(v) of v. Therefore in the final stages, the reducer corresponding to the node with the lowest label will receive the entire connected component! In this section, we propose large-staroptimized, an optimized version of large-star than ensures each reducer looks at a bounded number of (key, value) pairs independent of the size of the largest connected component. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 5.
The large-star-optimized algorithm differs from large-star in two ways. Recall that large-star emits u; v and v; u for all edges (u, v) of the graph. This ensures that a node u gets the entire neighborhood Γ(u) in the reducer. There are two cases when large-star-optimized algorithm does not emit u; v in the mapper.
The first case is when u is a root, i.e. the minimum id node m in its neighborhood is u itself. In this case, conceptually large-star operation at u just needs to connect m = u to all nodes v ∈ Γ(u) such that v > u . So it is enough to emit v; u in the mapper to ensure this connection. We do not need to emit the reverse, i.e. u; v , as the minimum at u would be m and reducer at u will only connect m = u to v again, adding no extra information. This optimization needs to maintain for each node u whether it is a root. This is easily done at the reduce step with a simple check of m = u.
The second case when large-star-optimized does not emit u; v is when u is not a root, but |Γ(u)| is larger than some threshold parameter τ. The parameter τ explicitly bounds the maximum number of values a reducer can get. For nodes with large neighborhoods, we make τ copies of the node u, with the i th copy u i having label u i = u + iε, where ε > 0 is infinitesimally small. We hash v to a i ∈ {1, . . . , D} and emit u; u i and u i ; v connecting u to u i and u i to v. Note that this ensures that the maximum degree of any node is max(τ, n/τ). We show this change pictorially in Figure 3 . 5 We call the variant of the Alternating algorithm, which invokes large-star-optimized instead of large-star as Optimized Alternating. We can prove similar convergence properties for Optimized Alternating as Alternating. The only difference is that it ensures load-balanced computation while doing map-reduces. This advantage is clear when we look at the empirical performance of the two algorithms in section 5.
Performance and network topologies
In the previous sections we have shown several nice properties of the alternating algorithm, here we study the performance of the algorithm when the input network has some specific property. In particular we will show that for dense G(n, p) graphs after two rounds of the outer loop the algorithm will converge. This implies that the simple Two-Phase algorithm would take O(log n) rounds of MapReduce to converge for dense G(n, p) graphs and that the Two-Phase algorithm with DHT service would converge in only 2 rounds(as we will observe for RMAT graphs).
Lemma 10. Assume G = (V, E) is a randomly generated G(n, p) graph where each node has a distinct random label between 1 . . . n. Then, with high probability if p > 5 log n n 3/4 , the Two-Phase algorithm converges after two rounds of the outer loop.
Proof. We say that a node is a local minimum if it has the minimum id of its neighbors. To prove the statement we first show that with high probability each local minimum is connected to the absolute minimum id node through either a path of length 2 or through a path of length 4. Moreover, such a path has the node with he maximum id in the center of the path. Then we show that this property is sufficient for the proof.
Let u be the absolute minimum node and v be a local minimum. Since a local minimum node is not connected with any node with label smaller than itself, the probability that a node with label bigger than 2n 3/4 is a local minimum is
= e −2 log n = n −2 . So with high probability every local minimum has label at most 2n 3/4 . Now we restrict our attention to the neighbors of a local minimum with label smaller than n 2 , an application of the Chernoff bound shows that with high probability every local minimum node has at least 2n 1/4 log n nodes of degree bigger than 2n 3/4 and smaller than n 2 . If any one of these nodes is also a neighbor of u, we are done, otherwise we use those nodes as intermediate nodes in the path of length 4 between u and v.
Consider now any node with label bigger than n 2 . The probability that such a node is not connected to any neighbor of v with degree between 2n 3/4 and n 2 is (1 − p) 2n 1/4 log n = e − 2 log 2 n √ n ≤ 1 − 2 log 2 n √ n + 2 log 4 n n . Thus the probability that it is connected to at least one is 2 log 2 n √ n − 2 log 4 n n . So, using the fact that there are n 2 nodes of degree n 2 , with high probability there are more than √ n log n nodes with degree bigger than n 2 that are connected to v through a node of degree between 2n 3/4 and n 2 . But now what is the probability that none of those √ n log n is connected through an intermediary of degree between 2n 3/4 and n 2 to u? Recalling that u has 2n 1/4 log n neighbors with such a degree we get (1 − p) 2n 1/4 log n √ n log n ∈ o(1). Thus with high probability we have such a path between u and any local minimum v.
It remains to show that this property is sufficient to ensure convergence in two outer loop steps. First note that at the end of a large-star iteration followed by a small-star operation all the edges are incident to at least one node that was a local minimum at the beginning of the phase.
In the following we show that at the beginning of the second iteration only the global minimum is a local minimum. In fact take a local minimum node at the beginning of the algorithm, if it has a node with label smaller than its label at distance 2 after a small-star operation it will no longer be a local minimum. So we can focus only on nodes that have minimum label in their distance 2 neighborhood. All of these nodes have a path of length 4 to the minimum, furthermore this path has the maximum id node in the center of the path, so after a round of large-star they will be a distance 2 from the minimum and thus after a round of small-star they will be connected to it. So after an iteration of the two-phase algorithm only the minimum will be a local minimum and the claim follows.
Incremental Algorithms
While some real world applications are well tuned to the batch processing paradigm, others ask for an answer in a more incremental setting. One particular model that has been further explored in the data streams community assumes that all of the nodes are known apriori, and edges arrive over time. The algorithms we propose are readily adaptable to this setting, as we denote below. However, this is not the case In a richer model, where edge removal operations are also allowed. In such a setting, the algorithms we propose cannot be restarted from the end state, and must be rerun from the beginning.
For the addition setting, it is easy to detect if an edge addition is between two nodes in the same connected component (connected to the same central node), in which case no further action is needed. If, on the other hand, the newly arrived edge connects two distinct components, then a largestar operation followed by a single small-star operation is guaranteed to reach convergence to the new set of connected components.
Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of our algorithms for connected components. We ran all of our jobs three times on a shared production cluster with commodity hardware, and report the median running time in the results below. We report the total running time including the setup time of machines. The setup time accounts for approximately 1% to 10% of the total running time, and this percentage decreases as the size of the graph increases. Since the actual times vary greatly with the configuration of the cluster and its load (which depends on other jobs running in the cluster), instead of reporting the actual running times, we will report the relative performance either to the best Table 2 . Sizes of the graphs used for algorithm evaluation.
known baseline (the Hash-to-Min algorithm in [26] ), or, for scalability experiments, the running time on smaller graphs. When reporting speedup with respect to the Hash-to-Min algorithm, we make sure that all the algorithms are run simultaneously to take into account the congestion of the cluster. We first describe the data sets used in our empirical study, and then report the empirical results.
Data
We ran our algorithms on four categories of graphs, the details for all can be found in Table 2 .
• A collection of publicly available graphs including a LiveJournal authorship graph [1], a Twitter user follower graph [18] , a Friendster friendship graph [1], a patent co-authorship graph [1], and a snapshot of the UK web subgraph [2].
• A collection of networks associated with various Google projects including subgraphs of the Orkut social network and Google+ 2 , document and entity similarity subgraphs, and a keyword-query similarity subgraph.
• A collection of eight RMAT benchmark graphs that are randomly generated graphs with increasing number of nodes and edges [4] .
• A long path graph of length 100M nodes: We use this graph as a baseline example to examine sensitivity of the running time of our algorithms to large diameter.
In all of these graphs, there exists a giant connected component that includes a majority of nodes, and in most cases several smaller connected components. For instance, the largest connected component has 4,607,785,638 nodes for Document Similarity, 104,288,749 for UK web, 65,608,366 for Friendster and 6,093,534,405 for RMAT34.
We will use the first two collections to demonstrate the performance of our algorithms on real world graphs. On the other hand, the synthetically generated path and RMAT graphs will allow us to evaluate the scalability of our approaches.
RMAT Graphs. RMAT is a recursive model of randomly generating graph with several desirable properties such as power-law degree distribution property, small world property, and inclusion of many dense bipartite subgraphs [4] . To generate an RMAT graph, one recursively subdivides the adjacency matrix in four equal quadrants and elects to recurse on one of the four quadrants with unequal probability (a, b, c or d) . We generate seven graphs from this family with 2 22 , 2 26 , . . . , 2 34 nodes by setting the parameters (a, b, c, d) = (0.57, 0.19, 0.19, 0.05).
Algorithms
We compare performance of four different algorithms for computing connected components: three pure MapReduce implementations and a MapReduce implementation with an additional distributed hash-table(DHT) service. These are:
• Hash-to-Min [26] : This is the algorithm with the best practical performance from [26] 3 .
• Alternating Algorithm: This is the algorithm that alternates between small-star and large-star as described in Section 4.
• Optimized Alternating Algorithm: This an implementation of Alternating Algorithm with an additional optimization for load balancing as described in Section 3.5.
• Two-Phase Algorithm: This is an implementation of the two-phase algorithm where the implementation of the outer loop is based on a pure MapReduce implementation and the inner loop of the two-phase algorithm is implemented using a read-only DHT as described in Section 3.3.
• Pregel: This is an implementations is based on Boruvka's distributed MST algorithm in the Pregel framework [21] . Note the Pregel framework allows us to run algorithms with many more rounds, since each round tends to run much faster in Pregel.
Running times
In this section, we report performance of our algorithms compared to the performance of Hash-to-Min, the best algorithm from [26] . All of the algorithms were implemented in ran on the same shared cluster and use the same number of resources (virtual machines, memory, etc.). Figure 3 shows the relative speedup of each of the algorithms over the Hash-To-Min baseline. On large graphs the Figure 3 . Speedups for real-world graphs. For the biggest RMAT graphs, we also got 10 to 30 times speedup from Hash-to-Min to the two-phase implementation.
proposed algorithms easily improve upon past approaches, with pure MapReduce algorithms being two to fifteen times faster, with the two-phase algorithm using DHT obtaining speedups of almost 30x on very large graphs. Note that while on relatively small graphs such as LiveJournal and the Patent citation graph, which only have a few million nodes the speedup is negligible. However, since these graphs can easily fit into memory on a modern machine, distributed computing is not be the best tool for the job. We observe that the speedup is related to the size of the network, and the speedup for the two-phase algorithm is larger for graphs with large diameter, e.g., for Friendster graph with diameter 32 [1] . In terms of absolute running time, for some big graphs, the actual running time went down from more than a day to a couple of hours, or from a few hours to tens of minutes, when running on several hundreds of machines.
Comparison to the BSP paradigm (Pregel)
While the main purpose of our study is to understand the performance of computing connected components in mapreduce, we present a brief comparison of our algorithms with two implementations of the connected component algorithms in the BSP paradigm [31] via Pregel [21] .
Before presenting the quantitative results, we note that MapReduce and Pregel each have their pros and cons as a distributed computing framework. While Pregel, and the open source variants like Giraph [6] 4 , are generally considered a more efficient framework for graph processing they do not handle machine failures and pre-emption as effectively as the MapReduce framework. For example, in order to achieve some level of fault-tolerance, Pregel needs to store on disk the state of the run after every few rounds of computation. This makes it less robust against failures. On the other hand, the MapReduce framework is designed to handle failures effectively.
Moreover, the basic implementation loads the adjacency lists of all nodes into memory (or allows random access to them), and therefore in very large real-world graphs with a skewed degree distribution, this presents an issue when dealing with high degree nodes. As a result, graph mining tools that are based on MapReduce tend to run easier with limited number of resources under machine pre-emption and failures. All these reasons make the MapReduce-based implementations more appropriate for a general-purpose graph mining library in certain environments with a limited number of machines and with machines with limited memory.
We compared the running time of the optimized twophase algorithm with the running times of these implementations in Pregel while using the same number of machines and the same memory resources. We first observe in Figure 3 that for a handful of small/medium size graphs (e.g., the Twitter, Patent citation, and Friendster graphs) with less than 2B edges, Pregel's implementation ran faster (by almost a factor of two). However, as the size of the graphs increases, the relative performance of the two-phase MapReduce implementation steadily improves. For example, for the document graph with more than 400B edges, the Pregel implementation runs almost thirty times slower. We also note that for graphs with more than 100B edges, the Pregel implementations do not easily run with the same number of machines and the same resources, and we need to increase the number of machines and resources to be able to run them until completion.
Number of Rounds
In this section we report the number of rounds each of the algorithms took on each of the datasets, the results are shown in Figure 4 . We note that while the number of rounds is a useful shorthand when comparing different algorithms, the figure alone does not tell the full story.
First, the number of rounds of the Hash-To-Min algorithm is always smaller than that of the Alternating algorithm, yet the Hash-To-Min algorithm is slower in practice. We explore this in detail in Section 5.7. Moreover, the optimized alternating algorithm typically takes more rounds than the non-optimized version, however since each of the individual rounds is faster (because of load balancing) it is faster in practice.
Finally, we note that the total number of rounds of the two-phase algorithm that uses the DHT service is much smaller, which is not surprising since it only requires a MapReduce round when using the outer loop of the algorithm.
Scalability of different Implementations
To investigate the scalability of our algorithms we turn to the synthetically generated RMAT graphs. We show the number of rounds used by each algorithm in Table 3 . Even as the graphs get larger, the number of rounds does not significantly change, and stay much lower than O(log 2 n) suggested by the theory. Alternating  DHT  20  5  5  6  2  22  5  5  6  2  24  5  6  6  2  26  5  6  6  2  28  6  6  7  2  30  -6  7  2  32  -6  7  2   Table 3 . The number of rounds taken by different algorithms on RMAT graphs. A -indicates that the algorithm did not finish in more than a day on the dataset However, while the number of rounds stays the same, the time per round changes dramatically. We plot the running time versus the log of the number of vertices in Figure 5 .
A straight line on this graph represents an algorithm whose running time is logarithmic in the number of vertices, O(log n). The baseline algorithm, has a fast growing running time, as we will show below in Section 5.7, this is largely due to graph densifying over time, resulting in longer and longer times for the shuffle step. This is remedied by the alternating algorithm, which guarantees that the overall number of edges does not increase in each iteration. The algorithm scales better, but runs into a different performance bottleneck, that of high degree nodes. As we described in Section 3.5 the bottleneck in each round of the algorithm lies in updating the edges adjacent to high degree nodes (this step is proportional to the degree of the node). Since the end state of the algorithm is a single star graph for each connected component, the unoptimized alternating algorithm will eventually hit this performance bottleneck. Figure 6 . The relative speed of algorithms as we change the resource sizes.
We can see however, how the additional optimizations overcome this bottleneck. The optimized alternating algorithm breaks up high degree nodes, which greatly reduces its running time. The same effect is achieved by running the inner loop using a read-only DHT service, also reducing the overall congestion.
Resource Usage
In Figure 6 we demonstrate the performance of the different algorithms as we double and triple the number of resources (cores) available. We plot the relative running times of each approach on the RMAT-32 and RMAT-34 graphs.
A perfectly work efficient algorithm would take twice as much time when we halve the number of resources, and three times as much when we reduce the number of resources by a factor of three. We observe that for the most part our algorithms are work efficient. The exception comes when we compute large graphs on small resources; here the slow down is nonlinear due to machines getting overwhelmed.
For example, the Two-Phase DHT algorithm does not finish on the regular number of resources on the largest RMAT-34 graph because of the DHT getting overwhelmed. Thus we see only two of the three bars in Figure 6 for the Two-Phase DHT algorithm.
Evolution of Graph Sizes
As we mentioned in Section 5.5, a major advantage of the alternating algorithm over Hash-to-Min is the fact that it is guaranteed to reduce the number of edges (and thus the total communication) in each iteration. To demonstrate this, we plot the total number of edges in the graph as a function of the iteration number for each of the algorithms in Figure 7 .
Notice that the Hash-To-Min algorithm more than doubles the number of edges in the initial phases of the graph, which results in poor scalability. On the other hand both the Alternating and the Optimized Alternating algorithms quickly reduce the overall number of edges. Note that the yaxis is log-scaled and the decrease in the first few iterations for Alternating and Optimized Alternating is quite drastic: in each of the first 4 to 6 rounds the number of edges almost halves, and then converges to a value which is linear in the number of nodes.
Sensitivity to Diameter
The number of MapReduce rounds and therefore the running time of our algorithms for computing connected components should increase as the diameter of the graph increases. We observe this phenomenon in our real-world graphs, e.g., the number of rounds was higher for the Friendster network which has large diameter of 32 compared to other graphs.
We study this further by running our algorithms on a Path graph with random node IDs and present the results in Table 4 . We observe, as in Section 5.4 that the number of rounds for the pure MapReduce algorithms is much larger than that for the Two-Phase DHT algorithm, which results in the Two-Phase DHT algorithm being almost twice as fast as the pure MapReduce implementations. As before, the Optimized Alternating algorithm takes additional rounds to process large degree vertices, and thus needs more rounds than Alternating. (Although the initial graph is a path, as it is slowly transformed into a star, the maximum degree monotonically increases.) The loss in the number of rounds is made up for in the total running time, where the algorithm is only 2% slower. 
Conclusion
In this work we presented new parallel connected components algorithms that outperform the current state of the art approaches by more than an order of magnitude on many diverse datasets. Although the number of rounds of a MapReduce algorithm has served as a standard evaluation metric, we showed that total communication and the degree to which the computation is load balanced also play significant roles. Finally, we showed how to combine the existing MapReduce framework with an distributed hashtable (DHT) to get an additional boost in the algorithms' performance. Many interesting questions remain. One open question is to further improve the complexity of the connected component algorithms. A different direction is to further investigate the symbiotic relationship between MapReduce and a DHT to see what other algorithms can be improved by combining both of these systems. Finally, as we mentioned in the introduction, the question of finding connected components is a basic building block for many graph mining algorithms; adapting these to the MapReduce framework is a challenging research direction.
